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Netbooks—
A First Look
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
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Consider the following example. Your Palm PDA final-

So, right out of the box, you work toward making it do
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device. You just have more of the same—10 games

arrangement. Visit the company

instead of three and three different notepads—but you

Traklogg Mileage Recorder is

at www.traklogg.com.

haven’t ventured out to reach satellites with a GPS function or turned it into a dedicated MP3 player plugged
into the iPod store. Texting, Skype, RSS feeds—they’re all
in there, but they’re on a shelf. In fact, you would have
saved a lot by going on eBay and getting a used replacement for your old handheld at a quarter of the price.
There’s a simple way to unlock this kind of limiting
mind-set. Whatever you buy, even if it’s just a simple
upgrade, assume that the item in the box is the very first
of these you have ever owned. Read the manual, and set
up the device. But then go back after and look through
the rest of the manual, whether printed or online. Google
continued on next page
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for user blogs for the device—nothing like enthusiastic ama-

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

teurs to show you what you might be missing. And once you

The computer used in this review is an Asus Eee 1005HA. It

have it comfortably doing what you think you wanted it to

weighs about two pounds, has a 10-inch screen, an Intel

do, stop and consider. What else is there? If you’re like most

Atom Processor, 1GB of RAM, and a 160GB hard drive. The

of us, much of what your new whatever can do is left unex-

finish is very nice, and the build is solid.

amined. Don’t project a set of prescribed limits—let it
define itself for you.

By putting aside expectations—what’s good and bad with
normal laptops—the netbook does emerge as something
different.

NETBOOKS—A PRACTICAL LAB

To begin with, the three most obvious differences with

With the kind of growth netbooks have shown (up more

the Asus netbook are the bright, very sharp screen; a key-

than 75% this year as laptops fell about 32%), it was time to

board that’s close enough to full size (92%) to need no

take a closer look to see why they’re doing so well. But there

adjustment; and its very small overall size. It truly is like car-

were a couple of preconceived notions that were hard to

rying a book—and not a notebook—because the footprint

avoid because these computers look exactly like a conven-

is much smaller than a sheet of 8.5" ✕ 11" paper.

tional laptop except for their size. Bob O’Donnell, a tech
analyst with IDC, notes that the price and portability have

But next to size, the most important characteristic would
have to be the battery. This small computer will run six or

“shaken up the market in terms of who the

seven hours on a charge. It took a couple of

leading players are” while at the same time

weeks of regular use to have the importance

“shaking up consumers’ expectations

of that sink in. I’m used to working on lap-

around what computers can be.” So he saw

tops that are often plugged in because they

something essentially different in these

will only last a couple of hours away from

computers. And then there’s the now some-

an outlet. I haven’t once used the Asus

what famous comment from Linus Torvalds,

plugged in. With its wireless Inter-

inventor of the Linux operating system. In

net connection, it’s cordless

an interview at the Linux Conference in Tas-

and untethered—virtually

mania this year, Torvalds said, “I’ve actually long

all of the time. I only plug

been in the camp of people who think that laptops
should be small and light and not to be used as desktop
replacements. So I think that netbooks are really just laptops

primary reason for being is to connect to the Internet.

done right.”

Like the OLPC, all the other things it does are secondary.

While a netbook looks like something you’re already very

There are two obvious clues that help lead to this conclu-

familiar with, that’s one analyst who says that they shed new

sion. First, there’s the name “netbook.” Second, there’s no

light on what computers can be and a programming wizard

optical drive (no CD-DVD). You import programs with

who says they have established a unique standard for what a

your browser. You can also use any of the multiple USB

laptop should be.

ports to connect to an external optical drive, but that’s a

For one other layer of presumptions, netbooks seem to
have evolved out of Nicholas Negroponte’s great social

workaround.
The Asus that this column is being typed on came with a

experiment, the OLPC (the One Laptop Per Child). These

trial version of Office 2007, but I cast off that land line and

computers for children in the third world were supposed to

now use Adobe Buzzword, a really elegant free word pro-

be cheap (originally $100), durable, and networked out to

cessing program, and Google Docs. Both are cloud applica-

the Internet and to other kids in the classroom or village.

tions, and after loading up an RSS reader and connecting

You have to travel a considerable distance to trace the lin-

out to several library systems, the obvious sunk in. This

eage of that green-and-white boxy computer swinging at a

thing is really different. In fact, this is my first cloud com-

kid’s side as he walks a dusty path to school down to the

puter. And the reason it feels so different is because it’s not a

netbook (around $350) with its glossy, elegant design

notebook at all—it’s a cloudbook.

and sophisticated engineering safely stowed in a leather
saddlebag—but they are connected.
60

it in to charge when I’m done with it.
As with all things digital, a netbook is what it does. Its
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Next month we’ll take a closer look at how to outfit your
netbook for the new stratosphere in computing. SF

